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EMMETER Aviation, the meta
morphosis of the Hemmeter 
corporate flight operation into 

an FBO, has developed a specialized 
market niche catering to flight crews 
flying the larger categories of turbine 
aircraft. The market is small but is the 
elite of corporate aviation. Of the pos
sibly 1000 corporate jets capable of 
flying the 2200 nm between Honolulu 
and the mainland against 90%-prob
able headwinds, Hemmeter Aviation 
serves about 400. 

A busy day at Hemmeter Aviation 
will amount to six or seven corporate 
aircraft movements while an average 
month will rack up about 60 arrivals. 
"We have time to handle every single 
customer with an almost intensive level 
of service," says Executive Vice Pres
ident Robert Fishman. "Our goal is to 
expand on what corporate flight de
partments expect and on what the 
Hemmeter flight department has ex
perienced around the world." 

Before Hemmeter Aviation opened 
in 1985 corporate flightcrews had only 
the option of planeside handling at 
HNL, a gas-and-go, direct-transfer-to
hotel proposition. Suddenly, the crews 
were confronted with multi-member 
greeting crews, fresh flower leis and 
an FBO lounge which is something of 
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Warm Hawaiian welcome for passengers 
and crew of a Gulfstream 3 (top) arriving 
at Hemmeter Aviation HNL (Honolulu). 
Keeping a genial eye on the operation is 
Hemmeter Aviation Executive VP Bob 
Fishman (above). 

an encapsulated Hemmeter resort. 
Behind a landscaped courtyard twin 
bronze Thai lions guard the entrance 
to an elegant grey marble and chrome 
interior with huge sprays of tropical 
flowers and antique oriental art. Crews 
have access to private offices, a flight
planning room and a lounge area 
stocked with macadamia nuts and as-

sorted tropical fruit juices. 
Almost immediately, Hemmeter· · 

-- · • ;t..the tran-
ient corporate market at HNL. It took 

Fishman another two years, however, 
to conquer the 95% of that market he 
now enjoys. Fishman attributes this 
success to a high level of professional 
service and attention to detail on the 
line. 

Roughly 85% of the FBO's business 
is from US-registered aircraft although 
an increasing number of heavy jets are 
now coming in from Australia and New 
Zealand. Half of the traffic, predomi
nantly from among the top 100 of the 
Fortune 500, are enroute across the 
Pacific. While most of the aircraft are 
larger category Falcons, Gulfstreams, 
Challengers and Boeings, the occa
sional smaller jet does come through. 
Learjet 30-series equipment, West
wind 2s, Sabreliners, Citation 3s and 
BAe 125s make up about two percent 
of the total traffic. 

Hemmeter Aviation is open for busi
ness 06:00 to 20:00 for office hours but 
is on call 24 hours. "One of the nice 
things about being in the middle of 
the Pacific is that there are few sur
prise arrivals and we usually have at 
least a few hours notice," says Julie 
Nurre, director of marketing. The FBO 




